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Specialty chemicals upside                                                     Privately held 

Attractive play on magnesium purity 
EcoMag has initiated the use of a proprietary 
hydrometallurgical precipitation technology to extract >99% 
pure magnesium chemicals from bitterns. The purity of 
magnesium compounds sourced from magnesite ores is far 
less, at 85–95%. The purity of magnesium compounds is 
paramount in high-end applications, and this will be the key 
differentiating factor for EcoMag’s products. The company’s 
process does not entail any exploration risk, unlike 
alternative processes, and the raw material is readily 
available and almost inexhaustible. The quality and cost-
effectiveness of EcoMag’s products will make it a preferred 
source for magnesium compounds.  

Construction of Karratha HMC project to commence 
between 2019–2020  
EcoMag intends to develop a commercial-scale extraction 
plant in Karratha, Western Australia, with the capacity to 
produce 80,000 tpa of Hydrated Magnesium Carbonate 
(HMC) from approximately 500 million litres of bitterns. The 
plant will source waste bitterns discarded by Dampier Salt 
Limited (DSL), which has a facility adjacent to the proposed 
plant. On average DSL discharges 5 billion litres of bitterns 
per year; consequently, when EcoMag wants to augment its 
capacity, it will not face a scarcity of raw materials. The 
proposed plant is near the Port of Dampier and has easy 
access to roads, an airport, and other necessary 
infrastructure. EcoMag plans to raise up to A$100m of debt 
from commercial lenders and the Northern Australia 
Infrastructure Facility (NAIF), and up to another A$75m in 
equity. Following the funding, it intends to commence 
construction, and the plant is expected to start production 
in 2022, allowing EcoMag to realise commercial-scale 
benefits from its proprietary extraction technology.  

Vertical expansion opportunities will provide medium-
term growth opportunities   
EcoMag’s current proposal is limited to extraction of the 
base HMC compound; it has already secured an offtake 
agreement for 50% of its production, which may increase to 
between 75% and 100%. However, in future, EcoMag plans 
to add other downstream and high-value products to its 
offerings, and this will have a significant impact on its 
profitability. Globally, HMC, the base product, sells for 
US$1,250/tonne, while magnesium compounds used in 
high-end applications can fetch between US$3,000–
10,000/tonne, providing the prospect of 6–10 times more 
growth for the company. 
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Year to 
June 
(AUD) 

2020F 2021F 2022F 2023F 2024F 

Net Sales 
(m) 

- - 60.6 131.0 131.0 

Adj. EBITDA 
(m)  

NM NM 31.6 73.0 73.0 

Adj. EBITDA  
Margin (%) 

NM NM 52.2% 55.7% 55.7% 

      
New Equity 
(m) 

75.0     

Debt 
(m) 

0.0 70.0 77.0 70.0 63.0 

RoE (%) NM NM 10.4% 32.0% 33.1% 
RoCE (%) NM NM 8.4% 22.4% 23.2% 

Source: Company, Pitt Street Research 
 
 
 
Valuation metrics  

Fair valuation of equity (A$m) 347.6 

Cost of equity (%) 12.0% 

Assumed terminal growth rate None 
Source: Pitt Street Research 
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Introducing EcoMag 
EcoMag is a private Australian company that aims to produce a range of 
specialty chemicals derived from synthetic magnesium. Established in 2015, 
EcoMag uses a proprietary precipitation process to extract magnesium 
compounds from hypersaline brines and bitterns, including the waste product 
from salt manufacturing operations. The extraction technology was co-
invented by EcoMag’s Chairman and Chief Technology Officer, Professor Tam 
Tran. The company is planning a commercial-scale plant for producing various 
magnesium carbonate-related by-products that are widely used across 
diverse industries, including in the agricultural, automotive, construction and 
pharmaceutical industries. The construction of EcoMag’s plant at Karratha, 
near the Port of Dampier, is in close proximity to Australia’s largest solar salt 
operation and is expected to commence in late 2019.  
 

What is unique about EcoMag’s synthetic magnesium? 
Magnesium chemicals have widespread usage across diverse industries. 
Globally, ~12 million tonnes of magnesium chemicals are produced every 
year, and most of it is sourced from magnesite ores. A very limited proportion 
is sourced through brine or bitterns. The purity of magnesium compound 
sourced from magnesite is in the range of 85–95%, while that of magnesium 
sourced from bittern is >99%, which makes it best suited for high-value 
applications.  
 

What is EcoMag’s current state of development? 
In 2017, EcoMag constructed a containerised pilot plant in South Korea with 
the capacity to produce 100 tonnes per annum of HMC. The pilot plant was 
then shipped through the Port of Dampier and operated onsite for several 
months where the company conducted 22 trial production runs, each 
producing 20–60kg of wet HMC. The plant was then shipped to Sydney and 
re-purposed for research and development, to further refine the process and 
produce a range of product samples subsequently provided to international 
distributors for testing. EcoMag’s plan to commercially benefit from this 
technology hinges on successful construction of its proposed full scale plant 
to recover magnesium and produce HMC. In June 2018, listed Engineering 
firm Lycopodium Limited was engaged to develop the overall plant design and 
in April 2019 delivered a comprehensive Feasibility Study Report, including a 
Capital Cost Estimate, Operating Cost Estimate and Implementation Plan for 
the construction and commissioning of the project. Further profitability will 
result from plant expansion and the production of a range of downstream 
magnesium compounds including magnesium oxides. 

 
Since being granted the mining lease, EcoMag is now looking for approval 
from the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER) to 
proceed with the plant construction. It is also in the process of due diligence 
for debt funding from the NAIF. Management intends to raise the remaining 
funds for the project through equity, possibly by going public on the ASX. 

Legally, the extraction of magnesium from bitterns is regarded as a mining 
activity and requires approval. EcoMag received mining lease approval 
from Western Australia’s Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and 
Safety (DMIRS) in November 2018.  
 

EcoMag is a producer of high-
purity magnesium compounds 
from sea bitterns, with 
applications across numerous 
industries 
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Closure of funding will be critical in order to commence the construction of 
the proposed plant.  
 

What are EcoMag’s key products? 
EcoMag’s primary production process results in an HMC cake. The company 
typically produces HMC or hydromagnesite with a >99% purity level. HMC is 
used in flooring, fireproofing, fire extinguishing compositions, and cosmetics.  
 
EcoMag’s HMC is ideal for producing secondary magnesium compounds due 
to its high purity level.  An HMC cake can either be sold as it is or further 
processed to produce various products, including the following: 
Caustic Calcined Magnesia (CCM) – If HMC is roasted at 600° Celsius, it gets 
converted into CCM, a form of magnesium oxide. 
Hard Burned Magnesia (HBM) – If CCM is further calcinated at 1,400–1,600° 

Celsius, it produces highly pure HBM, which is a more valuable form of 
magnesium oxide. 
Magnesium Hydroxide (MDH) – If CCM undergoes hydrolysis and further 
refining, it produces highly pure MDH.  

 

Why is EcoMag’s location important? 
The proposed EcoMag site in Karratha, near the Port of Dampier, is adjacent 
to DSL, which is a major global producer of solar salt.  The DSL plant has a 
production capacity of 4.2mtpa of salt generating an average of ~5 billion 
litres of bitterns per year. The EcoMag plant will have the capacity to process 
up to 700 million litres of bittern every year and will be capable of producing 
80,000 tonnes p.a. of HMC. The plant site has been strategically selected for 
its proximity to the source of raw material. The site is well connected via road 
and air and has other infrastructural requirements in place.  
  

EcoMag’s proposed project has several merits 
1) EcoMag has sole access to the technology which will be used to extract 

magnesium compound from bitterns, a by-product of seasalt production. 
This process produces >99% pure magnesium compounds. The raw 
material, bittern, is inexhaustible, and there is no exploration risk 
associated with the process. EcoMag’s project does not require 
earthmoving as conventional mining does and is environmentally 
sustainable when compared to alternative magnesium extraction 
processes. Carbon emissions from EcoMag’s processes are lower vis-à-vis 
alternative processes.  

2) The current proposed plant will process up to 700 million litres of bittern 
per year; however, 5 billion litres of bittern will be available. This will 
allow EcoMag to expand the plant at a later stage without worrying about 
sourcing raw material.  

3) The proposed project site in Karratha has access to critical infrastructure, 
such as electricity, gas, and labour. The Port of Dampier is only 22km away 
and is well connected by road. 

4) Through its unique process, EcoMag has the potential to extract multiple 
by-products and derivatives of magnesium, including HMC, CCM, and 
MDH, enabling the company to expand vertically in future and thereby 
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enhance its profitability. While HMC and CCM (the two most important 
by-products of the process) are priced at ~US$1,250/tonne and 
US$3,000/tonne, respectively, other derivatives are priced significantly 
higher – heavy magnesium oxide, used for toughening glass, is priced at 
US$5,000–6,000/tonne and pharma-grade magnesium is priced at 
US$8,000–10,000/tonne.  

5) EcoMag’s products and derivatives have various end uses across diverse 
industries, such as in the pharmaceutical and construction industries and 
in batteries, plastics, food and beverages, and lubricants. Higher-end 
applications demand highly pure magnesium compounds, and this bodes 
well for EcoMag’s high-purity products. 

6) EcoMag has conducted 22 trial runs at its pilot plant, which resulted in a 
product with 99.2–99.6% purity. Material from the trial was filtered, dried 
and sent to potential offtake partners for assessment. The company has 
signed a deal with an offtake partner for 50% of its produce (~40,000tpa) 
for five years at US$1,250/tonne, and plans to pre-sell 75–100% of its 
produce prior to commencing construction. We believe that such a high-
grade magnesium product will attract more offtake partners in the near 
future.  

7) EcoMag received mining lease approval from Western Australia’s DMIRS 
in November 2018. Further minor approvals will need to be secured prior 
to construction of the plant, including Works Approval from the 
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation.  Having secured 
these approvals, the work on the proposed plant can be initiated once 
funding is in place. 

8) The company has reached the due diligence phase for a long-term, low-
interest loan from the NAIF. This is a key milestone for EcoMag as it will 
facilitate in raising equity funding for the project.  

9) The current expected equity value of EcoMag (~A$347.6m), derived from 
a long-term Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) valuation, factors in only the 
HMC product’s potential. It does not incorporate the future growth 
potential of other by-products. EcoMag has the potential to grow its 
business up to 10 times more than the initial phase of operations without 
needing to seek an additional resource. 

 
The technology 
The EcoMag process – The technology originated with EcoMag’s Professor 
Tam Tran while he was Director of the Centre for Minerals Engineering at the 
University of New South Wales and was developed in an EcoMag funded 
university lab in South Korea. Over a period of 18 months operating the 100 
tpa R&D plant EcoMag has made substantial improvememts to the process. 
The process results in a better purity grades and solids concentration than 
magnesium derivatives obtained by traditional mined magnesite ores. The 
yield is also better and the cost per unit weight is lower.  
In the secondary process (Figure 2), HMC can be further refined to produce 
higher-purity HMC, CCM, HBM, and MDH powders. This conversion is 
achieved through roasting, hydrolysis, and other processes. These materials 
are used in higher-value applications, such as chemically toughened glass, 
flame retardants, and pharmaceuticals. 
 
 

The technology results in a 
higher purity grades than 
traditional mined magnesite 
ores. 
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Figure 1: The EcoMag process to produce HMC 

 
Source: Company 

Figure 2: EcoMag’s secondary process 

 
Source: Company 
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Karratha HMC Project 
In order to procure commercial benefits from the technology, EcoMag has 
proposed building a full-scale plant on an eight hectare piece of land 3km 
north of Karratha, near Nickol Bay (Figure 3). This plant will have the capacity 
to process up to 700 million litres of bittern and produce 80,000 tonnes of 
HMC every year. EcoMag has entered into an agreement with Rainstorm to 
lease the land. The site has access to bitterns from the nearby solar plant 
owned by DSL, which produces 5 billion litres of bittern on average annually. 
The plant site’s proximity to the source of bitterns will allow for convenient 
expansion of production capacity in the future. The proposed site is well 
connected by road, rail, and air. The site is also well connected to Pilbara’s 
largest port for iron ore and gas shipments via a 22km-long road.  
 
EcoMag expects to commence developing the Karratha HMC Project by late 
2019 or early 2020, as soon as DWER Works Approval and the required 
funding is in place. The plant is expected to start production by 2022. 
 
The company has signed an agreement with an offtake partner for 50% of its 
produce (~40,000tpa) for five years at US$1,250/tonne, while similarly 
striving to seek more offtake partners to pre-sell a total of 75-100% of 
production.   
 
 

Figure 3: EcoMag’s proposed plant structure at Karratha 

 
Source: Company 

 

The Karratha HMC Project will 
process 500 million litres of 
bitterns to produce 80,000 
tonnes of HMC p.a. 
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Strong management team 
We believe EcoMag has an experienced management team capable of 
steering the company through the initial stages of project development: 
Professor Tam Tran, Chairman and Chief Technology Officer, and a 
Professorial Fellow at the University of New South Wales, brings his deep 
understanding of hydrometallurgical chemistry to the EcoMag process. 
Chief Executive Officer Tony Crimmins, has been actively involved in 
developing start-ups. 
Executive Director Shaun Triner brings more than two decades of process 
engineering experience gained at Dampier Salt. 
Principal Engineer Jody Cellar is also a veteran of Dampier Salt with years of 
experience in both process development and quality. 
Chief Communications Officer Walter Munro brings a background in finance 
and investment as well as communications. 
 
 

Key addressable markets 
Magnesium ores can be refined and processed into numerous magnesium 
compounds depending on the required application. The quality and price of 
these compounds varies according to grade and particle size.  
 
EcoMag intends to initially focus on sales of HMC and MgO, which includes 
CCM, HBM, and MDH. Management expects that the HMC produced by the 
company will be priced at ~US$1,250/tonne while CCM will be priced at 
~US$3,000/tonne. The price of MgO used for toughening glass and in the 
pharmaceutical industry is expected to be much higher, at US$5,000-
6,000/tonne and US$8,000-$10,000/tonne, respectively. 
 
1) HMC market – HMC is a naturally occurring mineral with most of the 

production occurring in Greece and Turkey. It is most widely used as a 
flame-retardant additive in polymers but also finds application in other 
industries, such as the pharmaceutical and construction industries, in 
paper and paint manufacturing, and in rubber additives, refractories, and 
fine ceramics. Several Chinese players produce HMC of 98.4–99.3% 
purity, with prices varying between US$800–2,000/tonne. 

 
2) MgO market – According to Market Research Future, the global market 

for MgO is projected to grow at a 5.3% Compound Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR) to reach US$5.4bn between 2018 and 2023. About 12 million 
tonnes of magnesia is used every year and 90% of it is sourced from 
magnesite resulting in 85–95% purity grades. About 1.2 million tonnes of 
magnesia is sourced from brines (including subterranean brines) or 
seawater, which is known as synthetic magnesia, with the remainder 
produced from naturally occurring magnesite. MgO is supplied in various 
forms depending on the degree of its processing, including CCM, HBM, 
and Dead Burned Magnesia (DBM).  
The majority of MgO is used for refractory lining as it displays corrosion-
resistant properties in harsh environments. Synthetic magnesia is best 
suited for applications that require material with very high purity, 

Demand from key end markets 
is anticipated to grow by 4–5% 
in the next five years 
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including for use in high quality refractories, chemically toughened glass, 
animal feed supplements, and pharmaceuticals. 
Chemically toughened glass, e.g. Gorilla Glass, is used for smartphone, 
tablet, desktop computer and television screens. The concentration of 
iron should be less than 10 ppm in such glass. High-purity MgO is also 
used in animal feed, particularly for dairy cows and lactating mammals. 
These animals are susceptible to magnesium deficiencies in spring when 
magnesium levels in plants are at their lowest. 
MgO fertilisers are common in agriculture. Plants absorb magnesium via 
the soil but if magnesium is in short supply plant growth will be reduced 
and potentially yield will be limited. Often farmers use MgO fertiliser 
when there is a magnesium imbalance in the plant due to high potassium 
inputs. 
Chinese players produce MgO at purity levels of over 99%, priced at 
US$1,500–5,500/tonne. 

3) MDH market – According to Lucintel, the global MDH market is expected 
to grow at a 4.1% CAGR between 2018–2023 to reach an estimated value 
of US$779.2m. The growth is expected to be driven by a shift to 
environment-friendly, flame-retardant additives and increasing 
consumption of MDH in the wastewater treatment, Flue Gas 
Desulphurisation (FGD), and pharmaceutical industries. For MDH to be 
used in flame retardants, it needs to be well-dispersed into the polymers. 
This is possible if MDH has a hexagonal shaped crystal and small particle 
size. EcoMag’s synthetic MDH has these properties, which makes it 
suitable for use in flame retardants. Recently, MDH’s demand for FGD has 
increased due to the higher power production from coal, especially in 
Germany and Japan. 
EcoMag has signed a memorandum of understanding with Korean 
Chemical Corp. (KC), under which it currently supplies HMC and other 
materials. KC has built a pilot plant to process these materials into HBM 
and MDH. If these tests are successful, EcoMag and KC may form a joint 
venture to produce HMC and CCM in Australia, and HBM and MDH in 
Korea.  
Besides HMC and MgO products, EcoMag plans to add other downstream 
products in the medium term, including magnesium organic esters, 
citrates, and lactates for use in the cosmetics, personal care, and 
nutraceutical industries.  

 
4) Magnesium citrate – Magnesium citrate is a magnesium preparation in salt 

form with citric acid. According to DecisionDatabases, the global market for 
magnesium citrate is expected to grow at 3.6%, from US$40m in 2019 to 
US$47m in 2023. The advantage of magnesium citrate over other forms of 
magnesium salts is the ease with which it is absorbed by the body. It is widely 
used in the food and beverage and pharmaceutical industries. 
 

5) Magnesium lactate – Magnesium lactate is frequently used in food and 
beverages where it acts as an acidity regulator. Increasing health 
consciousness has resulted in many restaurants experimenting with healthy 
substitutes, which are likely to significantly influence the size of the 
magnesium lactate market. It is also used as a supplement to treat 
magnesium deficiency in crops and livestock. 
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Valuation 
We value EcoMag’s equity component at A$347.6m, implying a ~30% post-
tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR). Our valuation approach is as follows: 
– We used a DCF model to value EcoMag’s Karratha HMC project, based on 

realistic estimates. 
– We assumed conservative values for the cost of equity at 12.0% and cost 

of debt at 7.0%. 
– We only factored in the potential of the HMC product. We used the HMC 

price as US$1,250/tonne and a long-run AUD/USD exchange rate of 0.75. 
– We assumed the construction of the plant is scheduled to be completed 

by mid-2022. We have valued the plant’s cash flow from 2022 to 2039, 
i.e. 18 years of operations. 

– The assumed tax rate for the life of the project is 30%. 
– We assumed a capital cost range of A$130m–150m, for which the post-

tax IRR turns out to be 32.5% and 28.3%, respectively.  
 

Capital costs – We estimate the capital cost for the 80,000 tonnes HMC 
production facility to be ~A$140m. The company has budgeted for a total 
capital cost of A$155m to manage any contingencies. 
 
Project funding – EcoMag has reached the due diligence phase to secure a 
substantial portion of its debt funding requirements from the NAIF, and is in 
early stage discussions with commercial lenders. NAIF offers long term loans 
at an interest rate lower than the prevailing market rate. Besides debt, 
EcoMag intends to raise up to A$75m in equity through private placements.  
This suggests a notional value of $3.12 per share for the existing shares on 
issue (see Figure 4)  
 

Figure 4: Our valuation of EcoMag’s existing equity 

 

Source: Pitt Street Research 

 

Risks  
We believe EcoMag faces the following risks: 
1) Intellectual property protection risk – EcoMag’s fortune depends on its 

patents and intellectual property. If a competitor is able to copy its 
patented method/process, the company’s competitive position will be 
negatively impacted. 

2) Technology risk – The technology has only been tested on a pilot plant. In 
March 2019, Associate Professor Don Ibana of Curtin University’s WA 

Total Equity Value ($Am) 348
Equity raising ($Am) -75
Equity value after raising ($Am) 273
Shares currently on issue (million) 87
Per share $3.12

A debt funding package from 
NAIF is in the due diligence 
phase  
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School of Mines provided an assessment of the technology, concluding 
that “scale up of the technology based on conventional unit operations is 
not expected to be problematical” but if EcoMag is unable to cost-
effectively scale up to a commercial plant, its ability to viably extract 
magnesium from bitterns will be affected.  

3) Liquidity risk – EcoMag is not currently generating revenue and requires 
funds to construct its proposed plant. Raising funds on favourable terms 
(both debt and equity) will be critical in terms of securing EcoMag’s future 
plans. 

4) Currency risk – EcoMag will generate revenue by selling a commodity that 
trades in US$ while its cost base will be in A$. This poses a significant 
currency risk, which the company will need to deploy a formal hedging 
policy to mitigate. 

5) Underlying commodity risk – EcoMag’s potential lies in a globally-traded 
commodity with a price that can vary significantly depending on 
macroeconomic factors and the demand-and-supply dynamics of the 
commodity.  
 
 

Figure 5: ASX-listed companies similar to EcoMag1 

 
Source: Pitt Street Research 

 
 

Companies to watch  
 

Public 
 
Calix. This company’s ‘Calix Flash Calcination’ technology allows minerals to 
be kilned to produce new highly active nano-materials. One of the products 
in development is magnesium oxide to be used in various applications 
including neutralisation of acidic waste streams. Calix sources magnestite 
from its Myrtle Springs mine in South Australia. 
FYI Resources. This company is developing the Cadoux Kaolin Deposit in the 
northeastern Wheatbelt region of Western Australia about 180 km northeast 
of Perth, into a High-Purity Alumina operaton. The company is currently 
constructing a pilot plant at Cadoux. 

 
1 8 July 2019 close on ASX. 

Company ASX Code Location Website
Market 

cap (A$m)
Orica ORI Melbourne orica.com 7,793.0
Orocobre ORE Brisbane orocobre.com 709.4
Kidman Resources KDR Melbourne kidmanresources.com.au 767.1
Kalium Lakes KLL Perth kaliumlakes.com.au 143.4
Calix CXL Sydney calix.com.au 87.2
FYI Resources FYI Perth fyiresources.com.au 9.3
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Kalium Lakes. This company is seeking to produce Sulphate of Potash (SOP) 
project at Beyondie, 160 kilometres south east of Newman in the eastern 
Pilbara region of WA. The intention is for the Sulphate of Potash to be 
marketed as a high yield, premium fertiliser. Following WA Environmental 
approvals in May 2019 Kalium Lakes anticipates project startup in 2020. 
Kidman Resources. This company’s main asset is the Mt Holland Lithium 
Project around 480 km east of Perth. Mt Holland is distinguished from other 
lithium projects by the intention of Kidman and its joint venture partner 
Covalent Lithium Pty Ltd to integrate the mine and concentrator with a 
lithium refinery to be located at Kwinana near Perth. Wesfarmers made a cash 
bid for Kidman valuing the company at A$776m in May 2019. 
Orica. This major chemical producer, a Top 200 company in Australia, is best 
known for its commercial explosives and sodium cyanide product lines. 
Orocobre This company developed the Salar de Olaroz Lithium Mine in 
Argentina, a new mine in Lithium Triangle region which was commissioned in 
2015. Orocobre currently produces lithium carbobate and intends to build a 
lithium hydroxide plant in Japan. 
 
We believe that three ASX-listed companies in particular – Kalium Lakes, 
Orocobre and Kidman Resources – illustrate the potential of EcoMag should it 
eventually go public. In each case the market has markedly re-rated the story 
once enough progress was made towards the company being an integrated 
specialty chemical producer with significant downstream capability. 

 

Private 
 
Coogee Chemicals Pty Ltd (Kwinana, WA). Founded in 1971 and based in 
Kwinana, WA, Coogee Chemicals manufactures industrial, agricultural and 
mineral processing chemicals. It produces liquid and solid aluminium 
sulphate, caustic soda, chlorine, ferrous sulphate, liquid sodium silicate and 
liquid sodium aluminate. The company has manufacturing facilities in 
Malaysia and Australia and operates as a subsidiary of Chemco Pty Ltd. 
Causmag International Ltd (Thuddungra, NSW). This company, a subsidiary 
of the Mumbai-based Orind, produces magnesium oxide from magnesite. 
 

Potash comparables 
 
There are a number of ASX-listed companies other than Kalium Lakes involved 
in developing potash proejcts that could provide solid comparables to 
EcoMag, given magnesium oxide’s use in the fertiliser field and the potential 
for higher purity magnesium oxide from Karratha to help produce a better 
quality fertiliser product. 
 
Agrimin. This company’s Mackay Potash Project is located on Lake Mackay, a 
large slat lake on the WA/NT border around 785 km south of the Port of 
Wyndham in WA. A pre-feasibility study was completed in 2018 for a project 
producing in excess of 400,000 tonnes of SoP annually. 
BCI Minerals. This company’s Mardie Salt and Potash Project, on the 
northwest coast of Western Australia around 90 km southwest of Karratha, is 
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intended to produce 100,000 tpa SoP and 4 Mtpa salt. A definitive Feasibility 
Study is underway. 
Danakali. This company is developing the Colluli Potash Project in Eritrea, 
located in that country’s Danakil Depression region, around 230km by road 
south-east of the port city of Massawa. Danakali is now raising project finance 
to proceed with an initial module of 472,000 tpa of SoP. 
Highfield Resources. This company’s Muga Potash Project is located near 
Pamplona in northern Spain. A DFS has been completed and the company is 
now completing environmental and permitting work. At full production 
Muga’s annual output will be around 1 million tonnes of potash, in the form 
of MoP, or ‘Muriate of Potash’2. 
Salt Lake Potash. This company is seeking to develop the potash resources of 
nine salt lakes in the Goldfields region of Western Australia. A 200,000 tpa 
commercial-scale SoP operation is being developed at Lake Way has been the 
subject of a scoping study. 
 

Figure 6: ASX-listed companies involved in potash3 

 

Source: Pitt Street Research 

 
 
 

Glossary 
Bittern – The solution that remains after precipitation of salt from brine or 
seawater. 
Brine – A high concentration of salt in the water. Natural brines occur in salt 
lakes or as sea water. Brine has a high concentration of magnesium. 
Calcination – The process of heating to a high temperature in the presence of 
oxygen or air. It is at times applied to ores to bring about thermal 
decomposition. 
HMC – HMC stands for Hydrated Magnesium Carbonate. It is a water-soluble 
magnesium compound that can easily be converted to other magnesium 
compounds. 
Hydrolysis – A reaction that involves breaking the bonds of a compound using 
water. HCM undergoes hydrolysis to form pure MDH. 
Magnesite – A magnesium carbonate mineral formed by alteration of 
magnesium-rich rocks or carbonate rocks. It is used to source magnesium 
oxide. 

 
2 There are two main types of potash – Sulphate of Potash and Muriate of Potash. The former is potassium sulphate, the latter potassium chloride. 
3 8 July 2019 close on ASX. 

Company ASX Code Location Website
Market 

cap (A$m)
Highfield ResourcesHFR Navarre highfieldresources.com.au 310.3
Danakali DNK Perth danakali.com.au 190.4
Salt Lake Potash SO4 Perth saltlakepotash.com.au 201.0
Agrimin AMN Perth agrimin.com.au 113.3
BCI Minerals BCI Perth bciminerals.com.au 73.6
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MDH – Magnesium Di Hydroxide, which occurs naturally as brucite. It is a 
common component of laxatives. 
Offtake agreement – An agreement between a producer and a buyer to 
purchase a fraction of future production. It is usually executed before 
production starts in order to secure a market for future output.  
Solar salt – Salt made by an evaporation process, as opposed to rock salt, 
which is mined from underground salt mines. 
Specialty chemicals – Specific chemical products used on the basis of their 
performance or function rather than their composition. They can be 
comprised of a molecule or a combination of molecules (formulation). 
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